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The widening of export streams satisfies the interest of any state, but at the same time the
interests of individual countries and the whole international community requires the limitation
of export of goods and technologies which are potentially dangerous

The decision of this problem, finding of the optimal balance between the devotion of the
principles of free trade and the necessary of limiting the danger export is one of the main task
of the national system of security of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Kazakhstan is the country with a policy of nonproliferation. This important element of the
policy of the country, directing to maintenance and strengthening of the international security,
becomes the priority trend in the foreign policy of Kazakhstan.

The international community decides this problem under the Comprehensive Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty (CTBT), Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of nuclear weapons (NPT), and the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development Production and Stockpiling of
Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction, Convention on the
Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and
Their Destruction.

At present there are four international regimes of the control with the aim of nonproliferation
of the weapons of mass destruction (WMD).

The group of the nuclear supplies which deals with the questions of delivery of special
nuclear materials and technologies, and also nuclear materials and double function
technologies;

Australian group works in the sphere of control for materials and technologies of chemical
and biological weapons;

The regime of the control on rocket technologies functioning in the aims of prevention of
proliferation rockets as means of delivery of weapon of mass destruction;

Wassenaar agreement, regime of export control for usual armament, goods and double
function technologies.

Kazakhstan has not nuclear weapon and participant of Agreement of nonproliferation of
nuclear weapon.

The effect of regime of nonproliferation depends on high level politic obligations of
governments in the sphere of international security, directing the exchange of available
information about nuclear works. In this connection, it is important to underline that
nowadays the new climate of opening and transparency in nuclear questions is necessary,
especially when nuclear arsenals of USA and Russia will remove hundreds of tons splitting
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materials because of the radical reduction. The opening will help to strength trust between
countries, and the assurance that these materials will be used by the direct.

One of the main direct of non proliferation of the nuclear weapon is the creation of national
systems of export control.

The control for the foreign trade of nuclear materials enters by the state as the component of
the policy of nonproliferation of weapon mass destruction. It connects with the main danger is
possibility of availability terrorist groups or states which use materials on production the
weapon of mass destruction.

At the same time everybody understands that export limitations touches the economic interest
of the state, that is especially actual for the Republic of Kazakhstan.

There is a problem of keeping the balance between the transportation of the domestic goods in
the world market, the development of scientific-technical co-operate on the one hand, and the
observation of international obligations on nonproliferation of the weapon of mass destruction
on the other hand

At the moment there is a system of export control and improving legislative base with the aim
of whole accordance to the requirements of international standards and the terms of the
entering of the Republic to the Group of nuclear suppliers.

In Kazakhstan there is conducting automation of the system export license, and also the
measures directing to introducing of the representatives of industry, with acting order of
realization export control in the Republic.

The work on technical equipment of the frontier-guards and customs officers and their study
is conducting in the Republic of Kazakhstan.

In Kazakhstan exists the mechanism of the interaction of the executive organization of the
export control which connects not only with process of the license but with the other forms of
control.

The experience of the creating of the control of the nuclear and other radioactive materials in
Kazakhstan let determine the ways of the deciding some regional problems as in Central
Asian countries, so in the whole world.

In the context of continuing integrating process of the Central Asian countries and in the
countries of the East Europe it's necessary to think over the co-operative model of the control
on nuclear and radioactive materials, it's suitable for all countries, who are the participants of
the nonproliferation of the weapon of mass destruction. Just then the strategical perspective
will regard further, and the work in creating of the national systems of the control for the
nuclear materials and radioactive sources will be effective.

But it is necessary to have clear conceptions about the interests of the partners, so our own
interest.

These questions can be decided in the level of sign of the agreements, including the help in
the creation of national programs, exchange of the information between the countries.
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We consider that all countries must perfect their legislation on the control of the nuclear and
other radioactive materials, in order to close the holes for export technologies and materials of
double function for terrorists.

We never cross this stage if we don't create the effective system of the national control on
nuclear and other materials. It's necessary to gather our efforts and experience, so the policy
of the states in the sphere of nonproliferation and the creating system of the control on the
nuclear materials will be really effective.
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